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MY STORY 

 

MELBOURNE in 1949 was well on its way to recovering from the Second World War, however 

signs of it were still everywhere: Bluey and Curly cartoons in The Sun, an RAAF uniform hanging 

in the cupboard, boys trading artefacts like helmets, holsters and medals, and a hatred of everything 

German or Japanese. 

My birth certificate lists Surrey Hills as Place of Birth, but that is not entirely true; our home was in 

Surrey Hills, but there was no hospital there and I was not born at home. It was a difficult birth, a 

high forceps delivery and I was limp and underweight. The scars from being dragged out by the 

scruff of my neck were still visible 13 years later and I have an ache there now, 68 years on. 

The last child of four and only son; two sisters conceived before the war and one immediately after; 

then me, my Dad's last try for a son, and one last reluctant effort for an exhausted Mum. 

Mum and Dad realised their suburban dream sometime before the war, possibly in the late '30s, a 

double brick house high up the hill, second street from the top just off Canterbury Road in what was 

a new outer suburb. At the bottom was Canterbury Junction where the railway line crossed. Behind 

the hill were open fields and some remnant bushland with rabbits and foxes our dog chased when 

we walked him there. 

My memories of 15 Graham Street are few: Mum sending me out into the street with a toy 

wheelbarrow to collect horse manure from the baker's van for her garden; North and South Court 

opposite and at the bottom of the hill my one friend, Norman Hankin. I felt sorry for him because of 

his family's lower status down the hill, relative poverty and tomato sauce sandwiches. 

 The only other memory I have of that home was waiting for Sputnik 1, the first satellite in space 

and Russian to boot. I remember the excitement of seeing what looked like a star moving slowly 

across the sky. 

 

 


